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Learning C# 3.0O'Reilly, 2008

	
		If you're new to C#, this popular book is the ideal way to get started. Completely revised for the latest version of the language, Learning C# 3.0 starts with the fundamentals and takes you through intermediate and advanced C# features -- including generics, interfaces, delegates, lambda expressions, and LINQ. You'll...
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Murach's Java SE 6: Training & ReferenceMike Murach & Associates, 2007

	Since its release in 1996. the Java language has established itself as one of the leading languages for object-oriented programming. Today, despite competition from Microsoft's .NET Platform, Java continues to be one of the leading languages for application development, especially for web applications. And that's going to continue for...
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Mastering Rust: Learn about memory safety, type system, concurrency, and the new features of Rust 2018 edition, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Become proficient in designing, developing and deploying effective software systems using the advanced constructs of Rust 

	
		Key Features

		
			Improve your productivity using the latest version of Rust and write simpler and easier code
	
			Understand Rust's immutability and...
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Learning Java Through Applications: A Graphical Approach (Programming Series)Charles River, 2005
Learning Java Through Applications emphasizes Java’s graphical capabilities and the ability to create graphical user interfaces. The book uses 15 complete Java programs in order of increasing complexity, including geometric patterns, games, puzzles, number theory problems, and cryptography, to teach students the Java programming language and...
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Learning DartPackt Publishing, 2014

	Dart is the programming language developed by Google that offers a new level of simple versatility. Learn all the essentials of Dart web development in this brilliant tutorial that takes you from beginner to pro.


	Overview

	
		Develop apps for the Web using Dart and HTML5
	
		Build powerful HTML5...
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Learning Object-Oriented ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Write reusable code that defines and makes objects interact with one another
	
		Discover the differences in inheritance and polymorphism in Python, JavaScript, and C#
	
		Capture objects from real-world elements and create object-oriented code that represents them


...
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Learn Java for Android DevelopmentApress, 2010

	Android development is hot, and many programmers are interested in joining the fun. However, because this technology is based on Java, you should first obtain a solid grasp of the Java language and its foundational APIs to improve your chances of succeeding as an Android app developer. After all, you will be busy learning the architecture of...
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Object-Oriented Design and PatternsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	This book is an introduction to object-oriented design and design patterns at an elementary level. It is intended for students with at least one semester of programming in an object-oriented language such as Java or C++.


	An object-oriented design text that's student oriented too!

	

	Now updated to reflect the...
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Java(TM) Language Specification, The (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2005
Written by the inventors of the technology, The Java™ Language Specification,  Third Edition, is the definitive technical reference for the Java™  programming language. If you want to know the precise meaning of the language's  constructs, this is the...
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Java The Complete Reference, 8th EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	The Definitive Java Programming Guide


	In Java: The Complete Reference, Eighth Edition, bestselling programming author Herb Schildt shows you everything you need to develop, compile, debug, and run Java programs. Updated for Java Platform, Standard Edition 7 (Java SE 7), this comprehensive volume covers the entire Java...
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Learning JavaO'Reilly, 2005
Version 5.0 of the Java 2 Standard Edition SDK is the most  important upgrade since Java first appeared a decade ago. With Java 5.0, you'll  not only find substantial changes in the platform, but to the language  itself-something that developers of Java took five years to complete. The main  goal of Java 5.0 is to make it easier...
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iOS 8 Programming Fundamentals with Swift: Swift, Xcode, and Cocoa BasicsO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Move into iOS development by getting a firm grasp of its fundamentals, including the Xcode IDE, the Cocoa Touch framework, and Swift—Apple’s new programming language. With this thoroughly updated guide, you’ll learn Swift’s object-oriented concepts, understand how to use Apple’s development tools, and...
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